
PART II: Why is STEM important? 
 

This is the second part in a three-part series with UW Oshkosh Student Support and Student 

Support Services STEM, diving into the important aspects of the STEM fields, how it applies to 

students and how your current major or interests may align with STEM-Oriented fields. Want to 

know more about the STEM field? Check out our first write-up in this series, ‘What is STEM?’ for 

more information.   

 

Nearly 6.2 million jobs in the United States as of May 2015 were classified as STEM careers, 

which makes up a little over six percent of the total job force at the time. That is a considerable 

amount of the job market for STEM positions alone, which is constantly growing each year.  

 

Outside of STEM-specific careers, most jobs involve STEM in some way shape or form. 

Business has its obvious money component (which involves certain formulas/algorithms), 

teaching involves having knowledge in many different fields that cover STEM and nursing mixes 

in science comprehension with the ever-evolving usage of both technology and math.  

 

The importance of STEM, in a nutshell, is well explained by the National Science Foundation: 

“In the 21st century, scientific and technological innovations have become increasingly 

important as we face the benefits and challenges of both globalization and a knowledge-based 

economy. To succeed in this new information-based and highly technological society, students 

need to develop their capabilities in STEM to levels much beyond what was considered 

acceptable in the past.” 

 

The ever-changing job market is something that benefits students, and the application of 

learned skills and insights, like implementing creativity and innovative thinking, can seamlessly 

translate into a potential career, but a lot of positions that students are qualified for have not 

even been created yet. This is a big factor into why STEM careers make up over six percent of 

the market, because the opportunities keep expanding, meaning more jobs will need to be filled. 

There also are changes in current jobs that keep happening, as the industries are requiring 

technological shifts to keep up with other supportive areas of the economy and society. 

 

Another important aspect of STEM career paths, majors and skills is that STEM is a well-

rounded and developed area of study. It encapsulates many different options, meaning that 

there are core career paths outside of pre-determined academic paths. Science encompasses 

multitudes of potential paths outside of healthcare, while technology, engineering and math all 

are well-versed in potential opportunities that tie to careers outside of healthcare. STEM is a 

field where students can go in wanting to study one area and come out with a completely 

different major/field of study within STEM and still get the job they have always wanted.  

 

When considering studying for a career in the STEM field, remember the opportunities that a 

degree in this program present. Being able to think outside of the box and to be able to pursue a 

career in a field either that you have never heard of before or has not been created yet is a 
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luxury most students do not have. Following through and obtaining a degree is what will set you 

apart from your competition, as the STEM field opens many doors for students not even 

thought of before.  

 

Even within STEM, YOU, the students, are encouraged to branch out. The STEM label does not 

limit anyone from reaching any goals or aspirations; it just provides a label for what is being 

studied, therefore pushing students towards certain careers but leaving the door open to 

achieve anything. 


